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Abstract: The article deals with the issues of metaphorisation in computer virology discourse. The main tenet
is that metaphors are useful techniques for concept representations in various discourse genres. We assume
that metaphorical representations of the concept “computer virus” vary in various subtypes of discourse
(popular, popular-scientific and scientific proper), referring to the groups of users with different levels of IT
knowledge. We compile concordances of the lexeme “virus” based on the Corpus of Contemporary American
English (COCA). The study of genre specification of the term “virus” in “academic journals”, “popular
magazines” and “newspapers” domains of the corpus makes possible to distinguish scientific and popular
subgenres of computer discourse. Identified metaphors have been categorized and exposed for further
correlation analysis. We believe that estimation of metaphorization genre specificity will contribute to
successful professional communication between IT specialists and IT consumers.
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INTRODUCTION activity in a special sphere, which determines the

The development of modern society requires special structure, expressed by means of various language forms,
attention to the processes of knowledge transfer and including metaphor. For the analysis, sufficient data was
knowledge acquisition [1]. The growing tendency of deep obtained  in  order  to prove the hypothesis that
specification of certain scientific branches correlates with cognitive-discursive approach allows to explain the
the increasing research in the field of complementary principles of metaphorization with the help of the tenets
sciences. The outcome of fusion of separate disciplines is from the Conceptual Metaphor Theory. In our research,
the challenge of adequate knowledge acquisition of metaphor is defined as a cognitive mechanism of
specialists in allied subjects [2]. One of the main issues in representation of knowledge at all the levels of thinking
this aspect is the complexity of mastering the specific (from naive to professional and scientific knowledge),
terminology that might be intensified by occurring based on mapping from a conceptual source domain to a
ambiguity, including homonymy and polysemy [3]. In the conceptual target domain [4; 5]. Metaphor is actualized in
light of the existing trends of scientific development, the discourse and represents stages of the development of a
role of applied linguistics in the processes of special linguistic sign [6]. Metaphor implies a number of
knowledge transfer and acquisition should be intensified. strategies of verbalization and popularization of scientific
The  modern  stage   of   the   development   of   applied information. Production of special knowledge relies on
linguistics, characterized as anthropocentric, puts forward background knowledge of an addressee and provides the
a new approach to interpretation of the phenomenon of mapping of this knowledge into the conceptual sphere of
metaphor and its significance for perception and interpreting discourse, thereby contributing to
reproduction within specific scientific areas. categorization of a new knowledge. Metaphor being a

The research is done in the aspect of cognitive universal tool of special knowledge acquisition is
discursive paradigm of  modern  linguistics.  Within  this thoroughly investigated in political, news, poetical,
framework, discourse is defined as a verbally mediated philosophical, medical and other types of discourse [7-10].

formation of a concept. It corresponds to a certain mental
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However, there have practically been no attempts to Then, the selected texts were distributed into three
evaluate the role of metaphor in conceptualization of
special knowledge in computer virology domain.

Over the past few years, the interest in exploring
peculiarities of metaphor in computer virology discourse
has arisen due to the fact that global informatization has
given rise to new kinds of computer crimes, done with the
help of sophisticated malware. One of the most commonly
encountered problems for a modern computer user is a
computer virus. 

Computer virology is a rapidly developing branch of
computer security with chaotically accumulating
terminology [10]. This fact causes a problem of adequate
knowledge communication among IT specialists as well as
of computer users, who are actively involved into the
process of computer security preservation.

Analysis Procedure: For our analysis we have taken one
of the main terms of computer virology discourse:
computer virus. It is a kind of a program that enters your
computer and damages or destroys information that you
have stored. The first step of our investigation is to
compare computer virus metaphors in different types of
texts in order to distinguish concepts and to build
metaphorical models. This is achieved by means of
reconstructing conceptual structures based on linguistic
units encountered in computer virology discourse. The
research, regarded as a corpus-driven analysis of
linguistic usage, is carried out by means of the analysis of
the texts extracted from the Corpus of Contemporary
American English (COCA) of the Brigham Young
University of the USA. COCA contains 450 million words
and consists of a collection of authentic and commonly
occurring texts in electronic format. These texts belong to
the period from 1990 to 2012. For our research, we have
chosen 2 types of texts: scientific and popular. With the
help of COCA search, approximately 10000 entries of the
lemma “virus” were selected, mainly scientific and popular
types of texts. Scientific texts were taken from the
following academic and professional IT journals and
magazines: Compute, PC World, Communications of the
ACM (CACM). Popular texts were selected from the
popular magazines: Science News, Popular
Science (PopSci), Omni, The futurist. The reason for the
choice of these kinds of texts is connected with
considerably different genre specificity including different
participants, goals, functions and domains, which make
up a context pattern of a cognitive-psychological model
of genre [11]. 

concordances according to the definition of the word
“virus” in American Heritage Dictionary that reveals the
polysemous nature of the word virus.

For the analytical purposes, the concordances were
entitled “biological virus”, implying “any of various
submicroscopic agents that infect living organisms, often
causing disease and that consist of a single or double
strand of RNA or DNA surrounded by a protein coat.
Unable to replicate without a host cell, viruses are
typically not considered living organisms” [12], or “a
disease caused by a virus” [12]; “computer virus”
denoting “a computer program or series of commands that
can replicate itself and that spreads by inserting copies of
itself into other files or programs which users later transfer
to other computers. Viruses usually have a harmful effect,
as in erasing all the data on a disk” [12] and “social virus”
in the meaning of “a harmful or destructive influence”
[12]. Despite the expectations, the distribution of texts
into three concordances has revealed that the amount of
texts belonging to the list “computer virus” makes up only
9% of the whole scope of entries with the keyword virus.

The further work is carried out on the material of the
concordance “computer virus" with the implementation of
two strategies of metaphor studies adapted according to
the aims of the research. They are Metaphor Identification
Procedure (MIPVU) worked out by Metaphor Lab at VU
Amsterdam and the method of metaphorical thesaurus
modeling with the exploitation of taxonomic
categorization, developed by S. Mishlanova [13].

MIPVU method was adapted with slight changes,
according to the purposes of our research. It includes the
following four steps:

Read the entire text-discourse to establish a general
comprehension of meaning.
Determine the lexical units in the text-discourse
[involved into conceptualization of a computer
virus]. This deviation from MIPVU method is
possible due to the general top-down knowledge-
oriented ontological approach of the first stage of
the research in connection with the second stage
where a down-top text oriented approach of
metaphor modeling is used.

For each lexical unit in the text, identify its contextual
meaning.

For each lexical unit, find out, if it has a more basic
modern meaning in other contexts than the one in the
given context. For our purposes, basic meanings tend to
be:
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Diagram: A comparative analysis of MRW in various Culture.
types of discourse The main difference is observed at the level of

 More concrete (what they evoke is easier to imagine, aggression coming from a computer virus is
see, hear, feel, smell and taste); conceptualized in scientific and popular types of
Related to bodily action; discourse. Thus in scientific texts aggression is modeled
More precise (as opposed to vague); as a wild animal (computer virus) that can be tamed.

Basic meanings are not necessarily the most frequent “Only about 250 viruses exist in the wild, in
meanings of lexical units. circulation, but many of those can cause significant

If a lexical unit has a more basic modern meaning in damage, waste time and cost you and your company
other contexts, comparing to the selected one, decide money” [15].
whether the contextual meaning contrasts with the basic
meaning or it can be understood in comparison with it. The wild: Contextual meaning: cyberspace or device

If yes, mark this lexical unit as metaphorical [14; 15]. created.

Macmillan Dictionary, Longman Dictionary of kept or controlled by people” [16]. Consider:
Contemporary English and the American Heritage “Zoo virus lives mostly within research labs, hasn't
Dictionary have been used as information and reference succeeded in moving into general circulation”.
tools for identifying contextual and basic meanings of
lexical units. Zoo: Contextual meaning: existing only in virus and

Metaphorical thesaurus modeling based on antivirus labs, not in the WWW
taxonomic categorization of special knowledge involves Basic meaning: “living in a large place where many
background  knowledge  and  represents a hierarchical types of wild animals are kept, usually in cages, so that
list, which is made  up  by  means  of  individual  Taxons. people can see them” [18].
It includes two source domains, human and nature, In popular type of discourse, a computer virus is
enabling to construct four basic metaphorical models: conceptualized as a kind of aggression coming from a
man as a human being, man as a social subject, animate disease. In this case, the user sees only one way of
nature and inanimate nature. These models have been survival, that is defense. Consider:
analyzed as complex taxonomic constructions including “Never give out a password and always use a virus
such specific taxons, as landscape and environment, checker to be sure that a file downloaded from the Internet
natural phenomena, plant, animal, anatomy, physiology, isn't contagious”.
psychology, professional activities, politics and war,
mechanisms, way of life and culture. Each taxon can Contagious: Contextual meaning: able to transmit malware
contain several (or no) sub/ taxons. code to another device.

According to these procedures metaphor related Basic meaning: “a contagious disease spreads from
words (MRW) in computer virology discourse in scientific one person to another through touch or through the air”
and popular texts were determined and categorized in [18]. Consider the following:

according to their basic meaning. The scheme bellow
represents basic metaphorical models of the concept
“virus” in scientific and popular types of computer
virology discourse. 

The difference in the structure of the metaphorical
models has been investigated at a deeper level of
taxonomic specification. The research has shown that the
predominant taxons in the scientific model are Animal,
Physiology, Professional activity, Politics and war,
Household and Culture. In the popular model, the
predominant taxons are Anatomy, Physiology,
Professional activity, Politics and war, Household and

sub/taxons.  It reveals disagreement in the way

Consider:

outside  the  single  computer  or  lab  where it was

Basic meaning: “an environment that is natural not
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“Just as researchers turned to biology in applying the that only 9% of entries containing the word virus
name virus to the pesky programs that could make represent a virus as a computer program. Special attention
computers sick, several groups have turned to biology for is paid to a metaphorical model “computer virus”. During
a new model of how to protect computers against our research, we have examined the most representative
unknown viruses”. taxons: medicine, war, linguistics and crime/punishment

Protect: Contextual meaning: to keep a computer specificity. Deep comprehension of the entire organization
invulnerable to malware programs. of computer virology discourse is achieved by means of

Basic Meaning: “to keep someone or something safe from categorization that have lead to the construction of a
harm, damage, or illness” [18]. metaphorical model of “computer virus”. The findings

RESULTS computer virology discourse and can be successfully

The results of comparative analysis of metaphorical of special knowledge.
models of the concept “computer virus” in scientific and
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